
Saturday Morning Breakout Sessions 
Communion and Commission: Discover God’s Big Story Mandy Benson   

Description:  If there has ever been a time when believers must know and apply God’s Word that time is now! We are told from an 
early age that we should read God’s Word, but rarely are we really taught HOW. Mandy will share a clear and simple approach to 
studying the most beautiful and complex book ever written. Only when we know the Story of Scripture can we understand what the 
Bible has to say, and meaningfully apply that Truth to our lives. In a culture bursting with opinions and voices, it is time for us as   
believers to REFOCUS our attention on the voice that matters most. Fall deeper in love with God’s Word and leave with tools to   
enter into the greatest story ever told.  

 

Make 2021 YOUR Year! Camri Jacobson & Angie Gerber  

Description:  Through intentionality and authentically expressing gratitude you can shift your mindset to a place 
that better serves you and your goals. Leave this breakout session with inspiration, an increased understanding of 
how to make choices that will help you THRIVE and actionable tips you can immediately implement to get you 
from where you are to where you want to be in the new year. 
 

Refocus through Worship Pav Dimitrov  
Description:  We live in times where we are constantly exposed to information. We are bombarded with noise and different 
voices are constantly fighting for our attention. In such times it’s often hard to focus on what really matters and to stay on 
course. In our time together I want to share with you how worship helps us to re-focus and enables us to hear the voice that is 
most important - the voice of God! I hope you join us for this session and I am looking forward to seeing you!  

 

Focusing on Your Destiny Kendra Dodd   
Description:  You are uniquely designed. Learning your purposeful story will help you see God’s faithfulness and purpose.      
During our time together you will discover how to refocus your calling and express your priorities.; a time to see how we are 
uniquely designed by God and for God.  Focus with confidence that your story was created In Purpose, On Purpose and For a 
Purpose. Learn to reset and see how what you have experienced shines a path on where you should go. 

 

Building Christ Giving Relationships Aaron Felty   
Description: In a culture where we are all so interconnected via technology so many are still running on empty. One of our 
deepest longings is for real relationships...connection that is meaningful, lasting and life giving. As followers of Jesus Christ, we 
are called to help people get plugged into the eternal power source where they can recharge and live the life God intend-
ed. Come to this workshop to learn a very simple technique to help you connect others to the Power Source and find out why 
doing so will recharge your very own soul.  
 

 


